Make NASA Climate Kids Pumpkins!
Butterfly Stencil

Full directions: http://climatekids.nasa.gov/pumpkins

Directions:

1. Print this template.
2. Place the paper on the pumpkin and secure it with tape.
3. With a black permanent marker, slowly trace the outline of the shape. The marker will bleed through the paper and leave marks on the pumpkin for you to use as a guide.
4. Remove the paper.
5. Use your black marker to trace the outline of the shape.
6. Fill in the design with the black marker or black paint.

Butterflies and caterpillars are very picky eaters. Each species evolved eating the flowering plants that grew in their own neighborhoods. When people bring plants from other parts of the world and plant them as crops or in gardens, the butterflies can’t find enough of their favorite plants to eat. If you plant a garden of native flowers, you can have a garden of flowers and butterflies!

Learn more at: climatekids.nasa.gov/butterfly-garden